I examine the arguments which have been given for a quantum Langevin equation and a quantum fluctuation-dissipation relations. I argue that there is no reliable derivation of these relations beyond the simple (but important) case where all the equations of motion are linear.
Introduction
A quantum generalization of the Nyquist dissipation-fluctuation relation was discussed by a number of authors many years ago. I shall refer explicitly to the papers of Callen and Welton [1] and of Senitzky [2] , and to the books by Landau and Lifschitz [3] , Feynman and Hibbs [4] , Gardiner and Zoller [5] , and by Kogan [6] . I will distinguish between the weaker version (not including a Langevin equation) of the relation first discussed by Callen and Welton and the stronger version first formulated by Senitzky, and examine the range of validity in each case. The latter author seeks to establish a quantum Langevin equation containing a dissipation term and a noise term, connected by the fluctuationdissipation relation. The text books [3] and [6] follow [1] . The monograph [5] includes a version of [2] . I also briefly review the formalism of [4] .
Another approach, which should contain much of the same information is based on the master equation for the density operator (see [5] ). I discuss this approach in section 4. A simple quantum system is envisaged in interaction with a "bath" (the loss mechanism) which has many degrees of freedom, closely spaced energy levels, and is initially in thermal equilibrium at temperature T . The bath dissipates energy from the simple system and at the same time feeds noise into it. The generalized Nyquist relation connects the noise with the dissipation.
There is a special case in which all the equations of motion for the bath degrees of freedom are linear (that is, the loss mechanism consist of oscillators which are linearly coupled to the simple system). In this case, the theorem is certainly well understood [5] . This special case covers many important applications, such as when the bath consists of photons or phonons (if the interaction with the system is limited to emission and absorption). But a bath consisting of fermionic or spin degrees of freedom would not fall within the special case.
The epithet "quantum" implies that terms of orderh are retained in the expectation value of two noise operators. For consistency, this implies that the noise term is indeed a non-commuting operator. Since the Langevin equation gives the behaviour of the simple system in terms of the noise, the simple system must also be quantum. It has been stressed in [8] that the expectation values of the noise operators in their two different orderings have different physical interpretations; so it is impossible to ignore the fact that they do not commute.
The quantum Langevin equation has been quoted in connection with experiments [9] [10] (see also [6] , [11] ) in which a Josephson junction is shunted by a resistor. The Josephson phase difference δ is modeled as the simple system, and the resistor as the bath. The resistor R tends to dissipate the Josephson junction voltage U =h 2eδ because of its conductance 1/R. The noise current which couples to U must be bilinear in the electron creation and annihilation operators. Therefore the equations of motion for these electron operators are not linear in the complete set of degrees of freedom (U together with the electron operators). So it is not obvious that the Langevin equation can be justified.
The method of Callen and Weston
In this argument, the complete system (simple system together with bath) has quantum variables q i , p i with i = 1, ..., N ′ with N ′ large. It is driven by an external classical driving force F (t), so the Hamiltonian is
where Q is some particular combination of the dynamical variables. The whole system is, in the absence of F (t), in thermal equilibrium at temperature T . The eigenvalues of H are E ′ n , and are assumed to be closely spaced (so sums over n can be approximated by integrals). Thus thermal expectation values are given by the distribution functionρ
(I use the notations F , E ′ , N ′ andρ to pedantically distinguish them from the similar but not identical quantities f , E, N and ρ in the next section.) The power W contributed by F (t) and dissipated into the whole system is calculated by ordinary perturbation theory. For the case where
lowest order perturbation theory gives [1] [3]
where Q mn is the matrix element of Q between eigenstates of H and
Note that W (−ω, T ) = W (ω, T ). A measure of the spectrum of noise in the variableQ is
(The choice of the time derivativeQ it motivated by an identification of Q with electric charge, so that it is the current noise appearing in (6) .) Comparison of (4) with (7) , and interchange of m and n in the second term in (4), yields the theorem
If we choose instead in (6) the symmetrised product of operators, we get
where
is the Bose distribution function. I call (8) or (9) the weak fluctuation-dissipation theorem. It is very general and simple, but it has the following limitation. The power W defined by (4) in terms of F is not, in general, simply related to the dissipation, as usually defined (or measured). Callen and Welton [1] , Landau and Lifshitz [3] , and Kogan [6] assume the existence of a classical impedance Z(ω, T )) such that
where tilde denotes Fourier transform. In that case, the power W is related to dissipation R by
But, as we shall see in section 3, there is no reason generally to expect a classical impedance to exist (except when H is quadratic).
The Senitzky method
In this method, one degree of freedom (Q, P ) is singled out, representing a simple system (for instance, a single atom), and this interacts weakly with a bath with degrees of freedom q i , p i , i = 1, ..., N . For simplicity taking the simple system to be an oscillator, the Hamiltonian is
with the interaction
Here f is a classical driving force, α is a small parameter, and K is some function of the bath variables. The suffix B stands for "bath". The choice Q rather than P in (14) is somewhat arbitrary, but it is important that this term is linear in Q, P . Some parts of the argument would go through for a general potential
The Heisenberg picture is used. The equations of motion arė
The special case in which H B is quadratic in its variables and K is linear (so that the whole assembly is made up of harmonic oscillators) is simple and well-studied (see for instance [5] ), and there is no doubt about the validity of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. But it is not clear that this model covers all physical examples. The argument of [2] however claims to be more general.
We define operators with a super-fix (0) to satisfy the equations of motion when α = 0, and to coincide with the true operators at some initial time t 0 ; so for example
.
By using the Heisenberg equations of motion, Senitzky (equation (16) of [2] ) obtains
Neglecting terms of lower order in α, we replace K by K (0) and H B by H
B on the right hand side of (18). We may also neglect the commutators of Q with H (0) B and with K (0) since these are relatively O(α). Using the time translation operator U (I differ from [2] slightly at this point), we finally get
Equation (20) may now be inserted into (16) to obtain the approximate linear equations for Q and P :
Here the K 0 term may be interpreted as quantum noise, and the C term contains a dissipative part. At this stage, C in (21) is a quantum operator, not a c-number, and it is in general a function of the two variables t, t ′′ not just their difference. In the special case when H B is quadratic and K is linear (the oscillator case), C is a c-number and is a function only of t − t ′′ , and is independent of T . But the question is whether (22) can be simplified for a general bath.
At this point, Senitzky [2] makes the approximation of replacing C by its expectation value:
where now
Notice that this ρ is not quite the same asρ used in the previous section in (2) . In justifications for this approximation, Senitzky [2] writes "we ignore the quantum-mechanical properties of the loss-mechanism [that is, the bath] in terms of higher order than the second", and "all our final results (but nor necessarily the intermediate steps) will be expectation values with respect to the loss-mechanism; and since the term affected involves only second and higher order interactions, only the higher order quantum mechanical effects are neglected in the final result". I have not understood the distinction between higher order effects (higher order in α) and higher order quantum mechanical effects. It does not seem to me that the terms neglected in the approximation (24) are higher order in α or inh than the terms retained.
If we make the approximation (24) and insert it into (22), we obtain an equation of Langevin type. If we choose t 0 = −∞ and take Fourier transforms (denoted byQ etc), we obtain
wherec is the fourier transform of c defined in (24). So, in this approximation there does exist a c-number impedance Z whose imaginary part is a dissipation. But, without the approximation (24), the C term in the equation of motion is a quantum operator. The noise spectrum may be defined as (choosing the symmetrized products)
Then the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (if the approximation (24) were valid) would be
The theorem could alternatively be expressed in terms of the fluctuation δQ produced by the noise K, by using
The argument of Feynman and Hibbs
A fluctuation-dissipation theorem is derived in section 12.9 of [4] (see also [12] ). The argument is very similar that of Senitsky except that it uses Feynman's path integrals instead of Heisenberg equations of motion. It assumes that the Lagrangian is of second degree (so that the bath degrees of freedom can be explicitly integrated out). Feynman and Hibbs appear to argue that such a second degree Lagrangian is very general.
The master equation
A different approach to the same physical problem is via the master equation for the density operator ρ (see for example [5] chapter 5). For a critique of this method in the quantum case see [7] . Using now the interaction picture (instead of the Heisenberg picture), the density operator obeys the equation
Iterating this equation,
We assume the initial condition that the density operator factorizes into a bath part and a system part
We would normally choose ρ B to be the Boltzmann distribution. From (32) we can deduce equations for expectation values of operators. For example
If the loss mechanism consists of a set of oscillators, and if K is linear in these oscillator operators, then the commutator in the second term on the right of (35) is a c-number, say
In that case, the second term on the right in (34) contributes a dissipative term to the equations of motion for the expectation values of X and P , consistent with the expectation value of the Langevin equation (22) in section 3. In many cases (for instance for the oscillator model), the expectation value of the noise term (the second term on the right) in (34) vanishes. But we may look for the effect of noise by taking expectation values of products of two operators. For example, we could obtain a differential equation like (35) for tr{ρ(t)P (t)P (t)}, 
where the suffices refer to simple system and bath respectively. To investigate the validity of this approximation, we can insert (40) into (31) and trace over the bath variables, to get (with the Hamiltonian (13))
In many cases, in particular in the simple case when the bath is a set of oscillators and K is linear in these variables (which is the simplest possible case, and for which the method of section 3 succeeds) the trace on the right hand of (41) is is zero. This means that ρ S (t) ≈ ρ S (t 0 ). If it were legitimate to insert this approximation into the last term in (32), we would get no integral equation for ρ B (t) at all. Thus the approximation (40) seems to be unreasonable.
Comments
As mentioned in the Introduction, the quantum fluctuation-dissipation relation has been referred to in connection with experiments which might be thought to be sensitive to vacuum energy [9] [10] . I have argued in this note that one should not appeal the quantum fluctuation-dissipation relation without checking if it is valid for the case in point.
What is the significance of the appearance of the Bose distribution function (10) in the fluctuation-dissipation relations? First of all, it is present only if the symmetrized product (9) is used (see [8] ). In the ideal case where the equations of motions are linear, and so the commutator C in (20) is a c-number and the dissipation is independent of T , the Bose function (10) gives the complete temperature dependence of the noise spectrum (28). In this case, there is little doubt that (10) corresponds to the oscillators in the bath. If these are three dimensional, we would expect the dissipation in G in (26) to be proportional to ω 2 (for 3-dimensional systems).
Beyond this special case, the situation is less clear. I have argued above that the Langevin equation has not been proved in general. But even if we assume that the approximation (24) is justified, the factor N in (10) does not give the T -dependence of the noise spectrum, because the dissipation itself will be in general T -dependent. If the fluctuation-dissipation relation (9) had been justified generally, it would cover cases where the dissipation and noise were due to a bath of fermionic systems, and then the Bose factor N in (10) could not possibly represent the physics of the bath.
